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Combining modern genetic science and evolutionary biology, The Primal Blueprint dispels a number

of the myths that modern medicine and conventional wisdom have come to accept as fact. Author

Mark Sisson takes the listener on a fascinating journey through human evolution, comparing the life

and robust health of our hunter-gatherer ancestors with a day in the life of a modern family -

exposing potential health issues that arise from trying to do the right things living in the 21st century.

Sisson offers a solution in 10 empowering "Blueprint Lifestyle Laws" that can help us reprogram our

genes away from disease and pain towards a direction of effortless weight loss, vibrant health and

boundless energy. The listener learns how the right high-fat diet can actually help one lose weight;

how popular low-fat, grain-based diets might trigger illness, disease, and lifelong weight gain; why

doing too much cardio exercise might actually suppress the immune system and how some of

today's most common medications might make a health condition even worse.
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My husband can't eat gluten and I ran across this book while doing my endless research on grains,

inflammation and diet. This book is wonderful in many ways, but I'm going to focus my review on the

information the book covers on grains and why we shouldn't be eating them. Give it chance. Don't

immediately think this is the Atkins diet only with organic foods. Don't roll your eyes and think that

this whole "gluten-free" thing you keep hearing about is some trend that the celebrities are talking

about. This book spells out what grains do to us. Even though we had removed wheat from our diet,

we had really just replaced it with a lot of corn products and other seemingly "safe" grains. We were



overweight, always hungry, and my husband had a lot of pain throughout his body - just mysterious

aches and pains everywhere. I was beginning to think we needed to get to a fibromyalgia specialist

or a pain management doctor. I kept hanging onto this book and after several weeks of prodding, I

finally got hubby to agree to give me a month on this diet. It was not an easy sell because he had

already given up so many favorite foods by going gluten free, but I finally got him to say "yes." I

cleaned out the pantry, made a shopping list, bought the food and we started in mid-January. Now

we are in early March and we've both lost about twenty pounds each. Attention Ladies - the belly fat

came off -six inches worth off my waist (I'm 49-not easy to do). But that is not why I love Mark

Sisson and this book - not at all. I love it because the body-wide pain my husband had is nearly

gone. He said he feels better than he has since he was a young man. I am so grateful to Mark

Sisson because I was days away from looking into prescription pain relief for my husband as he

deteriorated before my eyes. I hope some day I can meet Mr. Sisson and shake his hand. This

morning as I left for work, my husband was bopping around the kitchen, making breakfast and

looked happy and healthy. A few weeks ago he was hobbling around like an old man. His mother

called me crying when she saw him walking from his car into her apartment building because she

said he looked 80 years old.Do yourself a favor and give it a month. Many people say the foods on

this diet are expensive, and it is a shock to buy organic produce and meat, but a week or two into

the diet, you are just not very hungry and I have found that I actually spend less on groceries. I buy

grass-fed ground beef and large packs of organic chicken from Costco. We eat loads of organic

salad, broccoli and kale. If we have a sweet craving we eat a little dark chocolate. Even if you can't

buy totally organic - just apply the principles in the book and avoid the sugar and grains and you will

feel like a new person.Bottom line - we both feel great and my husband's pain is soon to be a thing

of the past. It's great to have smaller pants, but it's even greater to have our health improved in such

a short period of time.UPDATE: September 2012 - my husband and I continue to shrink. This is the

first time I have ever lost more weight than him (40 pounds)and that's just because he eats more

fruit smoothies than I do. The big news is that my husband's bloodwork has completely changed in

the time since I wrote the original review. Cholesterol dropped over 40 points, good cholesterol went

up and triglycerides went down. CRP (inflammation) went down under 1 which means my husband

is out of danger in terms of cardiac risk. This time last year my husband was in daily pain, couldn't

remember anything and was being treated by a cardiologist. My husband's doctor told him he would

never be able to turn his cholesterol around without statin drugs. This month, when the doctor

reviewed my husband's labs he was amazed. He said, and I quote "what was the name of that book

again?" This way of eating has changed our lives in ways I could not have imagined - we have so



much more energy, brain fog is gone, more new pants for me, more inches off my waist, and people

who haven't seen us for a while say we look 20 years younger. This plan takes commitment, but if

you truly clean out the junk foods (grains) in your house and hang in there to get through the initial

cravings, you will never look back. It is such a relief to never be hungry and not have to always think

about food. If you are heading down the heart attack path of high cholesterol and your doctor is

saying you have to get on statins - do this instead. If you have pain from arthritis or fibromyalgia, try

this. It is truly life changing.

Mark gives a detailed account of what goes on in our bodies when we consume proteins and carbs.

His advice challenges conventional wisdom and provides a new look at the food pyramid. I was

following a similar regiment on my own prior to reading his book but I tweaked things afterwards. I

have had profound improvements in my health since I cut the carbs and changed my eating habits. I

am completely free of BP meds, my cholesterol has continually dropped and I feel better than I have

in years.The biggest thing surprising me was I am not hungry, don't have the cravings I used to, and

still I am shedding pounds. I can easily sustain this eating style permanently.

Changed my life! 2 years later and I'm at my old high school wrestling weight, stronger and faster

than before (after 12 years). Wish I had followed this in the military, would have made life a whole lot

easier with all the PT and beating those lunch time blues. No longer eat grains, junk food, or drink

anything other than water. More energy, better sleep, clearer head, everything is better. If you're on

the fence, just do it!

Pros: Excellent, detailed, eye-opening guide to problems and consequences of the SAD (Standard

American Diet). More than a diet book, it's a lifestyle book!Cons: May be too much science for some

readers. May not be your cup of tea if you're not a Paleo fan."The Primal Blueprint" was my first

ever introduction to the Paleo diet over 3 years ago. At that time, I had never read anything like it

before and have run across few other health books with such detailed insight about why we should

eat and live a certain way. Most books tell you what to eat, when to eat, and how much to eat. In

"Primal Blueprint", the focus is on WHY you should eat a certain way and why the author believes

that this will lead to a more healthy life. If you are looking for a more natural-based way of eating

and living, this is definitely a book to consider as part of your reference.One of the unique features

of the book is that the author (Mark Sisson) doesn't just give you a list of guidelines ("Eat this" or

"Don't eat that). Sisson practically beats you over the head with statistics and research supporting



those guidelines. He really wants you to know where he is coming from. If you're a person who is

highlyAnother aspect of this book that I found unique was Sisson's unique of a fictinal character,

Grok, to illustrate his principles. Grok is the quintessential caveman-lean,strong, and wise in all

things nutrition and survival. Sisson provides this character to give an example of how believes

mankind ate and lived during the caveman era. He contrasts this with "Korg", which is the

modern-day equivalent (in other words us) as an example of how we should be eating. While

Sisson's use of Grok and Korg is highly idealized, it is an analogy that should be considered. I

strongly believed that we have veered off course without our diet and using Sisson's "Grok vs Korg"

can provide a way to guide one's eating decisions.This is an incredible book and one that should be

in every Paleo dieter's reference. There is a foundational book from which you should base all other

books from!
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